The prevalence of diabetes is increasing worldwide in people over 65 years, which is expected to double in the next three decades \[[@B1]\]. Global prevalence of dementia is on the rise as populations liver longer \[[@B2]\]. Cognitive dysfunction, including mild cognitive impairment and dementia, is itself an important comorbidity of diabetes. This affects many aspects of diabetes management including glucose control and diabetic complications, which has a poor prognoses and increases the overall public health burden \[[@B3][@B4]\]. Therefore, to identify the risk factors for cognitive dysfunction \[[@B5][@B6]\] and the persons at risk in early so they may benefit from early precision interventions and improve diabetes management strategies. The underlined key mechanism of cognitive dysfunction in diabetes is also unclear and need to be identified to develop precision medicine.

In this article entitled "Hypoglycemia and dementia risk in older patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus: a propensity-score matched analysis of a population-based cohort study," Kim et al. \[[@B7]\] evaluated the impact of hypoglycemia on the risk for dementia in senior people with type 2 diabetes mellitus using the Korean National Health Insurance Service Senior cohort, which was the largest data including \>10% of the entire senior population of South Korea. Previous epidemiological studies have shown that recurrent severe hypoglycemia is associated with dementia and cognitive dysfunction in middle-aged and older people with type 2 diabetes mellitus \[[@B8][@B9][@B10]\]. However, several studies showed conflicting results \[[@B11][@B12]\]. The authors showed that the older people with type 2 diabetes mellitus with a history of hypoglycemia had a higher risk of dementia, especially, regardless of subtype of dementia. Interestingly, as the risk of dementia increases as the number of hypoglycemic episodes increases. In my opinion, the strength of this study is that the risk of dementia was assessed focusing on older people with type 2 diabetes mellitus using the big data, according to the subtype of dementia. They clearly showed their results in this manuscript, using the propensity score matching method that could minimize selection bias, and describe a potentially underlined mechanism.

In my perspective it would be interesting to evaluate the risk of dementia based on the duration of diabetes. There may be the effects of diabetes itself on the dementia and will be considerable confounding factors. In addition, the effect of the magnitude of glucose fluctuations on the risk of dementia will be an interesting study. The authors have trided to adjust for variable confounding factors, but the potential effect of smoking would be considered in dementia. I also expect to extend the study if they can track the patients in the longer time. Finally, it would have more value if they can evaluate the association according to severity of hypoglycemia. For the ideal management in older people with type 2 diabetes mellitus, I hope there will be a larger prospective studies that reveal the association between hypoglycemia and dementia.
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